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Rrevision

it its October/Novonhber 19.75 meeting, the Sub-Group 'lQuantitative Restrictions"
recquested the secretariat to establish a note presantling in a systematic manner all
the comments can4 proposals that had been made thus far by delegations or' that night
be received prior to the next -mreting ( ,NTT/N~9, paragatclph 12). The present note
doos not take up general cormiants but concentrates on specific proposals relating to
th; provisions in the dr-aft texts on imnort licensing procedures reproduced at
pages 15 to 19 of document M1[N/NT2M/W2. It also does not take up proposals which
support the existing texts. No attempt has been mado to indicate tho degree of
support received for individual proposals.

The notze sets out co..mmonts communicated to the secretariat up to 15 June 1976.
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ANNEX I

Automatic IMport Liconsin&

Paragraph 2

amend the text to road as follows:

112. No automatic licensing shall be required for the importation of
goods after ....,............. except in special cases where this system
is appropriate on the basis of an international arrangement or justified by
particular circumstances for sanitary or security reasons. However, in the
cases of imports of developing countries in special cases justified by the
need to carry out certain administrative controls which could not be made
in a more appropriate way, a system of automatic licensing may be applied
temporarily."

"Automatic licensing systems, where required, shall not be used to
discourage or restrict imports. Such systems shall be governed by the
provisions of the General Agreement, in particulL article VIII, and be
subject to the following provisions."

- amend the text as proposed above with the deletion of the word "temporarily"
at the end of the first sub-paragraph.

- amend the text to read as follows:

"Automatic import licensing shall not be required as a general and
permanent prior condition for the entry of any product described in Part I
of the appropriate schedules to the General Agreement. Where required,
any automatic licensing requirement shall be applied in accordance with the
following provisions:"'

- amend the text by merging the two alternatives to read as follows:

"(a) Automatic licensing systems, where required, shall not he used to
restrict imports.

(b) After o.. the developed countries shall eliminate the system of
licensing for imports of goods to which they applied the automatic licensing
system.

(c) Automatic licensing shall be subject to the provisions set out in
paragraphs 3 to 10 below."
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Add rew_aragagkh to read as follows:

"It shall not be used, either directly o indirectly, to restrict or
otherwise influence the quantity, composition, conditions or sources of
imports.

"tIt shall be limited to those products for which specific administrative
cont aols are deelaed necessary by the authorities of the contracting party
concerned with respect to some or all sources of imports.

taIt shall be removed as soon as the circumstances which gave rise to it-
introduction no longer prevail."

Para gLah._

- replace by the following text:

ItThe rules governing presentation of applications for automatic
licences and the lists of products subject to automatic licensing shall be
published, with a specific indication as to the purpose and character of
the system. The said rules and lists may be amended at any time without
prior notice.

*"kay changes in either the rules governing automatic licensing or the
lists or products subject to automatic licensing shall be published."

amend the first sentence to read as follows:

"The rules governing presentation of applications for automatic
licenses and the lists of products subject to automatic licensing shall be
promptly published, with a specific indication as to the purpose and
character oL the requirement and in such a manner as to enable traders to
become acquainted with them."

new oaraL-ah after paragraph 3 to read as follows:

"tThe rules governing presentation of application for automatic licenses
or changes thereto shall be notified annually to the GATT. Each contracting
party shall also promptly notify cany product for wlhich an automatic
licensing requireraent is introduced or removed, as and when it is introduced
or removed with a specific indication of the purpose cnd character of the
licensing requirements. f'
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PEAraLzapj

- delete the paragraph

- delete the square brackets

- amend the text to read:

"Automatic licensing systems shall not be designed nor operated in
such a manner as to discriminate between sources of imports. No automatic
licensing shall be used in respect of one or a group of countries.1t

- Eplace by the following text:

"Within the framework of the political, economic and trade relations of
each country with other countries and in the light of the relevant resolu-
tions of the United Nations, automatic licensing systems shall not as a
general rule be designed in such a manner as to discriminate between sources
of imports."

Paragraph 6

- rmako it clear that expression "other documents necessary to determine the
natu-.re and composition of the product" includes documents necessary to verify
the value, quantity and nature of the product.

- replace the second sentence by the following:

"Documentation requirements shall, wherever practicable, he limited to those
for normal customs entry purposes:"

- place by the following text:

"Application forms shall be as simple as possible. Together with the
application, a pro forma invoice may be required or) where strictly
indispensable, in accordance with the administrative policy of the country
concerned, other documents necessary to determine the nature and composition
of the product. "

Pax agrash 8

- replace by the following text:

"The applicant for a licence shall have to approach the administrative
organ or organs previously specified in the appliale rules referred to in
pcaagraph 3 above. "
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- amend to read:

t'Application for licenses must be submitted Within seven days of the
placement of a firm order and in no event later than the date of shipment
of any of the goods involved,"

FaraZa-,h 10

- add at the beginning:

"lo the extent administratively feasible,"

- amend to read:

".Applications for licences shall be granted immediately on receipt
and the licences shall be issued to the person concerned as soon as the
signatures eand stsips further required by the customs authorities ald the
body granting authorization for transfers abroad have been affixed."

-replace "within a maximum of five working days" by "within a delay of five
working daysI.

- make it clear that applications must be. submitted in appropriate and complete
forrm.

Add new paarh after paragraph 10 to read as follows:

"Each contracting party shall, upon request, afford sympathetic
consideration to and afford opportunity for prompt consultation with regard
to any matter related to automatic import licensing, If no satisfactory
solution of the matter has been reached within sixty days, the matter mcy
be brought before the CONTtRCTOlWJG PARTIES."I
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ANNEX II

~ to Aministr Imprt Re tritions

- deete-the square brackets

- delete the paragraph

-i}ae by the following text:

"Within the framciYork of the political, economic and trade relations of
each country with other countries and in the light of the relevant resolu-
tions of the Urdted Nations, the systems to administer import restrictions
shall not as a general rule be designed in such a manner as to discriminate
between sources of imports."

- delete the phrase:

"'including wherever possible names of importing enterprises on a confi-
dential basis."

- amend to read:

"Adherents shall, upon request, supply all relevant information to other
adherents concerning the administration of import restrictions the import
licenses granted over a recent period and the distribution of such licenses
among supplying countries, including, wherever agreed to by importing
enterprises, the names of those enterprises."

- add additional sentence:

"When adherents which are members of a customs union or free-trade area
allocate an import quota among members of the union in fixed proportions,
the allocations should, on request, be disclosed to other adherents."
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- delete the word "fixed" in the please "involving fixcd quotas".

- as above and add: "as far as practicable" at the end of the paragraph.

P~ara 10

add a second sentence to read as follows:

"In exceptional cases, e.g. in the interest of public security, the reasons
nay be withheld."

~ 12

-a'mend to read:

"11N1hlen administering quotas, the authorities of the izporting, country
shall ta.ke all possible steps to ensure that licences will be issued and
importation caln be effected within the period prescribed for this purpose
and to facilitate the full utilization of the quotas, wherever for reasons
of econornic policy, the conditions under which the qwotas under reference
were established remain in existence, in the opinion of the governments
which established those quotas."

Parara-,h 13

- arend to read:

"The arniinistrative authority issuing the licence may take into account
inter alia whether licences issued to the applicant in previous periods
have been utilized or not, for which purpose it nay require the production
of the appropriate evidence."

P9aa'apmhLJ

- _4~tff the paragraph

Paraf'a)h 15

- rKplace "consideration shall be given to ensuring" by "There shall be"l.

- amend to read:

"Consideration shall be given to ensuring a reasonable distribution of
licences to new importers taking into account the desirability of issuing
licences for goods in economic quantities and also the rights of traditional
importers especially where quotas are applied for cerEoney po+-tentton
purposes."
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2:-Pace by the following text:

"In the distribution of licences, developed countries should reserve a
substantial share to new importers, in the case of new products originating
in developing countries; in addition, they should authorize a larger number
of licences for traditional imports original ng in developing countries,"

- &dj at the end:

"with the exception of supplying countries with which no trade relations
are maintained and under international agreements".

- Zg "normal customs procedures" with "normal import licensing procedures"


